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Electrochemical water splitting is as a promising approach for sustainable hydrogen production.[1](#advs1089-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#advs1089-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#advs1089-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#advs1089-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#advs1089-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#advs1089-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} Since the efficiency of overall water splitting is restricted by the sluggish kinetics of oxygen evolution reaction (OER) due to multiple proton/electron transfer processes,[7](#advs1089-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#advs1089-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#advs1089-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} it is important to develop efficient OER electrocatalysts with low overpotential and high durability. To date, the state‐of‐the‐art OER catalysts are relying on noble metals, their large‐scale application is impeded by high cost and scarcity.[10](#advs1089-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#advs1089-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#advs1089-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#advs1089-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#advs1089-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#advs1089-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, earth‐abundant transition metal‐based hydroxides and oxides as alternative catalysts have attracted extensive attention.[16](#advs1089-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#advs1089-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#advs1089-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#advs1089-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#advs1089-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#advs1089-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#advs1089-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#advs1089-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} However, severe aggregation of metal centers and intrinsically poor electronic conductivity limit the performance of these low‐cost materials in OER.

To alleviate these disadvantages, metal (hydr)oxides have been hybridized with carbon materials such as graphene,[24](#advs1089-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} carbon nanotubes (CNT),[25](#advs1089-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} and carbon fibers[26](#advs1089-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} to improve the conductivity and enlarge the active surface of electrodes. In this regard, metal‐organic frameworks (MOFs) are ideal precursors for porous carbon‐supported OER catalysts owing to the strong interaction between metal active sites and molecular backbone‐derived nanocarbons.[27](#advs1089-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#advs1089-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#advs1089-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} However, the MOF‐derived hybrids with suitable graphitic structures are normally obtained at high temperatures (\> 800 °C) due to the high chemical and thermal stability of ordered frameworks.[30](#advs1089-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#advs1089-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The harsh conditions used for carbonization of the porous coordination polymers like MOFs, in principle, could be avoided by using molecular complexes with discrete structures as the precursors. To date, only one related example has appeared in literature.[32](#advs1089-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} In that study, Xu and co‐workers described an in situ formed OER electrocatalyst consisting of interconnected NiFe--LDH and carbon nanodomains by solvothermal reaction of Ni^2+^, Fe^3+^, and 2‐mercapto‐5‐nitrobenzimidazole (MNBI) in *N*,*N*‐dimethylformamide (DMF). MNBI as the carbon source was presumed to interact with metal cations though a precise coordination chemistry in solution is unclear.

To fully realize this concept and develop a facile method for preparing electrocatalyst, we report here the solvothermal fabrication of a bimetallic CoFe hydroxide/carbon composite (CoFe/C) with an easily‐accessible molecular Fe--salen (salen = bis(salicylidine)ethylenediamine) complex as precursors at a temperature as low as 160 °C. The resulting hybrid material exhibited high OER performance in alkaline media with a low overpotential of 260 mV for achieving a current of 10 mA cm^−2^, favorable reaction kinetics and outstanding long‐term durability.

Metal--salen complexes are famous for their widespread application in a variety of catalytic reactions such as polymerization and oxidation.[33](#advs1089-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#advs1089-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#advs1089-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} To the best of our knowledge, there is still no report on carbon--metal hybrid derived from a metal--salen complex. We envisioned that the molecular identity of metal--salen complexes might benefit a homogenous distribution of the resulting metal‐based nanoparticles and intimate contact between metal and carbon derived from organic ligands, resulting in enhanced exposure of catalytic active sites and higher electron conductivity. In addition, the ease of synthesis and diversity of salen ligands allow to systemically optimize the properties of electrocatalysts.

The preparation process is illustrated in **Scheme** [1](#advs1089-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}. The salen ligand, *N*,*N*′‐bis‐(2,3‐dihydroxybenzylididene)‐o‐phenylenediamine (salen‐1), was simply synthesized by aldehyde‐ammonia condensation reaction (see the Supporting Information). Fe,Co hydroxides decorated nanocarbon (Fe, Co/C) electrocatalyst was fabricated by an one‐step, in situ solvothermal reaction of salen‐1, Fe(NO~3~)~3~ and Co(NO~3~)~2~ at a ratio of 1:1:2 in DMF at 160 °C. The as‐prepared product was obtained as a black precipitate.

![Fabrication process of Co~1.2~Fe/C.](ADVS-6-1900117-g005){#advs1089-fig-0005}

The as‐prepared product was characterized by scanning microscopy (SEM). As shown in Figure S4a,b (Supporting Information), irregular hydroxide nanoparticles were found to embed in amorphous and interconnected carbon matrices. The energy‐dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis in Figure S4c (Supporting Information) confirms the coexistence of Co, Fe, C, O, and N elements in the sample. Transmission scanning electron microscopy (TEM) and high‐resolution microscopy (HRTEM) in **Figure** [1](#advs1089-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a,b provide more details on the uniform dispersion of nanoparticles (marked by blue circles) in carbon matrix with an average size of 4 nm, indicative of a confined growth of hydroxides in this material. Though the boundary between amorphous carbons and CoFe hydroxides could be identified from a zoom‐in image (Figure [1](#advs1089-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d) of the red rectangular region in Figure [1](#advs1089-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b, diffraction rings in selected area diffraction (SAED) pattern (Figure [1](#advs1089-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c) revealed a poor crystalline nature for Fe,Co/C. The poor crystallinity is also evidenced by a featureless XRD pattern in Figure S5 (Supporting Information). The TEM element mapping directly mirrors the homogenous distribution of Co, Fe, C, O, and N in the blend sample (Figure [1](#advs1089-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}e) with an accurate Co/Fe molar ratio of 1.2:1 determined from inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP‐AES) (Table S1, Supporting Information).

![a) TEM and b) HRTEM images of Co~1.2~Fe/C; c) SAED pattern of the marked area in (a); d) The zoom‐in image of the red framed region in (b); e) STEM and the corresponding elemental mapping images of Co~1.2~Fe/C.](ADVS-6-1900117-g001){#advs1089-fig-0001}

X‐ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was carried out to investigate the composition and chemical oxidation states of the constituent elements in Co~1.2~Fe/C. XPS spectrum in Figure S6a (Supporting Information) shows same element compositions as determined from EDX measurements. The surface molar ratio of Co/Fe in sample was 1.21:1 based on the XPS measurement, which is consistent with the result of ICP analysis. In **Figure** [2](#advs1089-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a, the XPS spectrum of Fe 2p is featured with two satellite peaks at 718.3 and 733.2 eV, respectively, providing solid evidence to the presence of Fe^3+^.[32](#advs1089-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#advs1089-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#advs1089-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} The Co 2p spectrum in Figure [2](#advs1089-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b can be deconvoluted into two spin--orbit peaks at the binding energies of 781.2 (Co 2p~3/2~) and 796.8 eV (Co 2p~1/2~), and the corresponding satellite peaks at 786.1 and 803.1 eV are consistent with the presence of Co^2+^.[37](#advs1089-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#advs1089-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} A prominent peak of 531.3 eV in the O 1s spectrum (Figure [2](#advs1089-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c) agrees with metal hydroxides as the dominant active species. Peaks at 529.9 and 532.4 eV give clues to the formation of metal--oxygen and carbon--oxygen bonds.[39](#advs1089-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} The high‐resolution C 1s peak in Figure [2](#advs1089-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}d can be deconvoluted into four subpeaks arising from the M---C (M = Fe, Co) bonds (283.8 eV), C---C bonds (284.7 eV), C---N/C---O bonds (286 eV), and C=N/C=O bonds, respectively.[32](#advs1089-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} The N signal was also verified by the XPS spectrum of N 1s presented in Figure S6b (Supporting Information). Overall, the combined results point to the decomposition of salen‐1 to N‐doped nanocarbons that strongly coupled with CoFe hydroxides.

![High‐resolution XPS spectra of a) Fe 2p, b) Co 2p, c) C 1s, and d) O 1s for Co~1.2~Fe/C sample.](ADVS-6-1900117-g002){#advs1089-fig-0002}

The fabrication process displayed in Scheme [1](#advs1089-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the formation of \[Fe^III^(salen‐1)\]^+^ complex in the stock solution. Evidently, salen‐1 exhibits two intense absorption bands at 285 and 334 nm in DMF due to the π → π\* and *n* → π\* transition of ---C=N--- motif,[40](#advs1089-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} the red‐shifts occurring for both absorption bands indicate the in situ formation of coordination compound upon the addition of Co^2+^ and Fe^3+^ cations to the above solution (**Figure** [3](#advs1089-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a). A more solid proof for the molecular identity was based on the electrospray ionization mass spectra (ESI‐MS) analysis of the precursor solution. A signal at *m*/*z* = 475 was found to match the metal--salen species of \[Fe^III^(salen‐1)(DMF)\]^+^, suggesting preferential coordination of Fe^3+^ with salen‐1 (Figure [3](#advs1089-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c). However, despite the potential coordination capability of salen‐1 with Co^2+^, there was no evidence for the presence of Co--salen‐1 or FeCo--salen‐1 in DMF. Signals belong to \[Co^II^(DMF)~3~\]^2+^, \[Co^II^(DMF)~4~\]^2+^, and \[Co^II^(DMF)~2~(NO~3~)\]^+^ were identified from MS spectrum, pointing to the solvated Co^2+^ ions (Figure [3](#advs1089-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}c). These findings can also be corroborated by the absorption measurements shown in Figure [3](#advs1089-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b, where the spectrum of Co^2+^, Fe^3+^, and salen‐1 mixture overlaps with that of Fe--salen‐1 and no characteristic transition band for Co--salen‐1 is shown.

![UV--vis absorption spectra of a) Salen‐1 and Co^2+^/Fe^3+^--salen‐1 and b) Co^2+^/ Fe^3+^/salen‐1, Fe--salen‐1 and Co--salen‐1 in DMF; c) ESI‐MS spectrum of the precursor solution in DMF.](ADVS-6-1900117-g003){#advs1089-fig-0003}

Though Fe--salen is the sole molecular precursor in our system, the presence of Co^2+^ is indispensable to the formation of electrocatalyst. Without Co^2+^, no solid product could be produced from the solvothermal reaction. In previous study, cobalt ions have been reported to catalyze the transformation of zeolite imidazole framework‐67 into graphitic‐like carbons.[41](#advs1089-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} The co‐existence of Co^2+^ in our system was assumed to play a similar role in facilitating the carbonization of salen ligands.

The electrochemical performance of the in situ synthesized Co~1.2~Fe/C as OER catalyst was assessed in 1 [m]{.smallcaps} KOH with a three‐electrode configuration. The working electrode was prepared by drop casting the catalyst onto a rotating disk electrode (RDE) with a mass loading of 0.17 mg cm^−2^, Hg/HgO was employed as the reference electrode and Pt mesh as the counter electrode. To investigate the effect of carbon hybridization, Co~1.2~Fe‐layered double hydroxide (Co~1.2~Fe--LDH) was also prepared by a coprecipitation method (Figure S7, Supporting Information).[42](#advs1089-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} **Figure** [4](#advs1089-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a shows the iR‐corrected linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves at a scan rate of 5 mV s^−1^, whereas an overpotential of 260 mV was required by Co~1.2~Fe/C to launch a current density of 10 mA cm^−2^, which is negatively shifted by 50 and 65 mV over that of commercial RuO~2~ and Co~1.2~Fe--LDH. Furthermore, a lower Tafel slope for Co~1.2~Fe/C (45.18 mV dec^−1^) in comparison with Co~1.2~Fe--LDH (90.84 mV dec^−1^) implied rapid reaction kinetics (Figure [4](#advs1089-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b). The striking difference observed here reveals a notable advantage for integrated carbon in facilitating OER reaction. As one of the most efficient CoFe‐based OER catalysts, the OER activity of Co~1.2~Fe/C is superior to other glassy carbon‐supported CoFe catalysts, such as CoFe~2~O~4~\@N--CNFs (*ƞ* ~10~ = 349 mV),[26](#advs1089-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Co--Fe--O/rGO (*ƞ* ~10~ = 340 mV),[43](#advs1089-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} CoFe~2~O~4~/PANI--MWCNTs (*ƞ* ~10~ = 310 mV),[44](#advs1089-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} H~2~O--plasma exfoliated CoFe LDHs (*ƞ* ~10~ = 290 mV),[45](#advs1089-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} and Ar--plasma etched CoFe LDHs (*ƞ* ~10~ = 266 mV) (Table S2, Supporting Information).[46](#advs1089-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}

![a) LSV curves of glassy carbon (GC), Co~1.2~Fe--LDH, RuO~2,~ and Co~1.2~Fe/C corrected with *i*R compensation in 1 [m]{.smallcaps} KOH solution at a scan rate of 5 mV s^−1^; b) Tafel plots of Co~1.2~Fe--LDH and Co~1.2~Fe/C; c) Chronopotentiometric measurement of Co~1.2~Fe/C at 10 mA cm^−2^; d) EIS Nyquist plots of Co~1.2~Fe--LDH and Co~1.2~Fe/C measured under an overpotential of 300 mV.](ADVS-6-1900117-g004){#advs1089-fig-0004}

The durability of Co~1.2~Fe/C at a constant current density of 10 mA cm^−2^ was evaluated by chronopotentiometric measurement. Over a period of 15 h, only slight increase in the potential was observed, demonstrating an outstanding long‐term stability for Co~1.2~Fe/C (Figure [4](#advs1089-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c). The gaseous products produced by OER reaction were quantitatively determined by gas chromatography with a Faradaic efficiency of 96.5% (Figure S8, Supporting Information).

The OER performance of CoFe/C hybrid was tuned by optimizing the ratios between Co^2+^ and Fe^3+^ cations prior to solvothermal reaction. Although the ratios of Co^2+^:Fe^3+^ were changed, XPS spectra in Figure S9 (Supporting Information) indicate the valence states of +2 for Co and +3 for Fe, and CoFe hydroxides were still the main phase in all resultant Co, Fe/C samples. As demonstrated in Figure S10 (Supporting Information), the highest OER activity was achieved at a Co^2+^/Fe^3+^ ratio of 2:1, consistent with an optimal structure of Co~1.2~Fe/C. The ligand effect on performance was investigated by using a series of salen derivatives (Figure S3, Supporting Information). These ligands were classified into two categories with one category having two phenolic hydroxyl groups (H2salen) and another having four phenolic hydroxyl groups (H4salen). The catalysts derived from H4salen turned out to be more active than those derived from H2salen. On the other hand, replacing the phenylenediamine bridge moiety of salen‐1 with an ethylenediamine bridge, or changing the substitutions on the phenoxyl ring were found to impose negligible effect on the final activities. Although the formation of formal coordination bond between Co^2+^ and ---PhO^−^ was not evidently supported, multiple phenolic hydroxyl groups in H4salen are expected to weakly interact with free Co^2+^ ions. These pre‐positioned Co^2+^ might facilitate the subsequent carbonization step.

In order to understand the factors contributing to the high OER activity of metal carbon hybrids, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was carried out for both Co~1.2~Fe/C and Co~1.2~Fe--LDH at an overpotential of 300 mV. As shown in Figure [4](#advs1089-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}d, the first semicircle in the high‐frequency region of Nyquist plot represents the charge transfer resistance from electrolyte to catalyst surface and the second semicircle in low‐frequency region represents the charge transfer resistance inside bulk catalyst.[47](#advs1089-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#advs1089-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} The lower electron transfer resistances for Co~1.2~Fe/C evidenced higher conductivity and faster charge transport of the carbon‐hybridized material.

Besides high electron conductivity, a synergetic effect between CoFe hydroxides and nanocarbons also plays a role in improving catalytic activity. In comparison with Co~1.2~Fe--LDH, the Co 2p~3/2~ XPS peak for Co~1.2~Fe/C is positively shifted from 780.8 to 781.2 eV and the Fe 2p~3/2~ XPS peak for Co~1.2~Fe/C is negatively shifted from 712.1 to 711.6 eV (Figure S11, Supporting Information). The difference in XPS spectra implies partial electron transfer from carbon to metals (Co and Fe) caused by their intimate contact.

Based on the double‐layer capacitance (*C* ~dl~), Co~1.2~Fe/C was estimated to have a electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) of 131 cm^−2^ and Co~1.2~Fe--LDH has a ECSA of 214 cm^−2^ (Figure S12, Supporting Information). The ECSA normalized current density (*j* ~ECSA~) for Co~1.2~Fe/C is much higher than that for Co~1.2~Fe--LDH (Figure S12d, Supporting Information). Assuming that all Co and Fe ions participate in water oxidation reaction, Co~1.2~Fe/C produced oxygen with a turnover frequency (TOF) of 0.26 s^−1^ at an overpotential of 350 mV. This value exceeds the TOF of Co~1.2~Fe--LDH (0.004 s^−1^) by a factor of 65 at the same overpotential. The above results suggest that the remarkable OER activity for Co~1.2~Fe/C arises from the intrinsic activity of carbon‐supported CoFe nanoparticles rather than the fluctuation on ECSA.

In summary, we have developed a simple, one‐pot method for preparation of electrocatalyst consisting of integrated CoFe hydroxides and nanocarbons from the in situ formed molecular Fe--salen complex and Co^2+^ ion. Due to the catalysis effect of Co^2+^ ion in conversion of salen ligand to amorphous nanocarbons, the hybrid catalyst was fabricated at relatively low temperature, which is a notable advantage over conventional synthetic methods for metal--carbon OER catalysts. The resulting Co,Fe/C showed ligand‐dependent OER activity with the optimized performance obtained by H4salen at a Co/Fe ratio of 2:1. Based on TEM and EIS measurements, the superior OER activity shown here can be dedicated to the following two aspects. First, molecular precursors lead to confined growth of metal hydroxide in carbon matrix, efficiently inhibiting the aggregation of the active sites. Second, the strong coupling between CoFe hydroxides and graphitic carbons improves electron transport in electrode. These results provide a promising molecular approach to rational design of heterogeneous water splitting catalysts under mild conditions.
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